WOMEN’S HYBRID EFX3 FULLSLEEVE
$800

WOMEN’S HYBRID EFX3 LONG JOHN
$400

WOMEN’S ADRENALINE FULLSLEEVE
$400

WOMEN’S VOLUTION FULLSLEEVE
$180

WOMEN’S VOLUTION LONG JOHN
$160

HYBRID EFX3 FULLSLEEVE

- Ironman & USAT approved. Athlete endorsed. Used by ITU World Champions and Olympians, the Hybrid EFX sets the bar for the highest performance swimming wetsuits.
- Comes in 16 sizes to ensure a perfect fit.
- The anatomical construction offers support where needed and keeps you comfortable at the height of performance.
- Extremely buoyant and flexible with Powermax traction that propels you to your full potential.
- Full range of motion. Unsurpassed 880 percent flexibility.
WOMEN’S ENDORPHIN FULLSLEEVE
$300

WOMEN’S ENDORPHIN LONG JOHN
$240

WOMEN’S ENDORPHIN QUICK JOHN
$200

WOMEN’S SWIM RUN WETSUIT
$300

WOMEN’S SLEEVELESS SWIM RUN WETSUIT
$200

ENDORPHIN FULLSLEEVE
• Suitable for all levels. Ironman & USAT approved. Athlete endorsed. Comes in 16 sizes to ensure a perfect fit.
• Most highly rated and reviewed triathlon wetsuit for the past 3 consecutive years!
• Hydrodynamic neoprene made from Yamamoto #39 with SCS silicone coated SyPrene.
• 5mm thick core buoyancy panel / 3mm lower legs and back.
• Full range of motion. Unsurpassed 680 percent flexibility.
EPICSPEED COLLECTION

- 2mm insulating neoprene thickness for superior heat retention.
- All seams are double stitched, heat taped and vulcanized.
- Enjoyed by swimmers, divers, surfers and kayakers worldwide.
SYNSKIN 2

- Highly advanced swimskin made from the most advanced hydrophobic fabrics with welded seams.
- Reduces surface drag more than any other material to increase performance.
- Provides extraordinary elasticity, optimal muscular compression and exceptional breathability.
- Folded & bonded sealed edges reduces chafing and pressure points.
- Retains shape and compression fit longer.
OPEN BACK RACE TRI SUIT
$100

SHORT SLEEVE PRO TRI SUIT
$150

SWIMSUIT
$100
SWIM BACKPACK

- LARGE STORAGE CAPACITY: The perfect size to carry all your triathlon swim gear! 20" x 13.5" x 12" (40 L).
- ERGONOMIC DESIGN: Integrated waist belt and back padding for comfort and support.
- DURABLE: Built with premium lightweight, durable fabrics and materials.
- WET AND DRY ZONES: Separate bottom compartments for your wet and dry clothes.
- STAY ORGANIZED: Mesh and zipper pockets on both sides.

TRIATHLON TRANSITION BAG
$100

SWIM BACKPACK
$60
LIMITED EDITION USA COLLECTION

- Show your patriotic side with our limited edition USA collection.

USA OPEN BACK TRI SUIT
$100

USA HAND PADDLES
$18

USA SILICONE SWIM CAP (3-PACK)
$19
SWIM GOGGLES
• Wide-angle lens provides a greater field of vision.
• Mirror and anti-fog coating reduces glare for greater visibility.
• Designed for open water competition and training.

SWIM ENDURANCE KIT
W/MESH BAG
$30

SWIM POWER KIT
W/MESH BAG
$30

SWIM GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22

MASK GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22

SWIM GOGGLES
$25

MASK GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22

SWIM GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22

SWIM GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22

MASK GOGGLES (2-PACK)
$22
SILICONE SWIM CAP (3-PACK)
• Suitable for all hair lengths. Athlete endorsed. Used daily by Xterra World Champion Josiah Middaugh.
• 100% silicone swim cap. Built to last for all your swim meets and triathlons.
• Comes in a 3-pack set at an incredible savings so you can be sure you always have one ready to go.
RACE BELTS $10
CHIP STRAP (2-PACK) $15
TRANSITION MAT $25
SHAKER BOTTLES (3-PACK) $20
RUNNING BOTTLES (4-PACK) $18

Check out Synergy Wetsuits on Amazon for exclusive access to newly released products, promotions & giveaways.

amazon.com/synergy

*Free 2-day shipping on Prime.
*30-day satisfaction guarantee.
*Exclusive prices, promotions & giveaways.

* Prices, products and inventory subject to change without notice.

We love seeing pictures of our athletes with their new products!

Tag us in your picture of you and your new Synergy gear by using the following hashtag on social media:
#iamteamsynergy

Click the QR code to view our full catalog or visit synergywetsuits.com/catalog